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Founded in 2005, Java Films rapidly
established itself as one of Europe’s leading
independent documentary distributors,
providing production support and distribution
to both finished films and projects in
development.
In 2013, it opened a separate department
- Java Features - to handle its growing
theatrical catalogue and in 2014, it opened
a new office in London. Its films have won or
been nominated for prestigious prizes like the
International Emmys, BAFTAs or Goyas and
premiered at festivals like Cannes, Sundance
or Tribeca.
Java are also involved in financing and presales. For more information, please see:
www.javafilms.tv

38 Quai du Point du Jour
92100 Boulogne-Billancourt
France
www.javafilms.tv
Tel: 0033 (0)1 7471 3313
Email: contact@javafilms.tv

New Films
3

WORLD OF
DARKNESS
‘World of Darkness:
The Documentary’
profiles the cult
role-playing games
‘World of Darkness’
and ‘Vampire: The Masquerade’ that created
a phenomenon in the 1990s - a zeitgeist
that helped shape and define film, literature,
fashion and club culture. They influenced
everything from the TV series ‘True Blood’
and the ‘Underworld’ film franchise to club
fashions and storytellling but perhaps their
biggest impact was on the fans, whose lives
they changed forever.

____________________________________________________________________________

2017 - 58 & 85 mins - Eng, Sp

____________________________________________________________________________

USA: FEAR THE
POLICE?
Every year, American
police officers kill
around 1,000 people.
Since the death
of Michael Brown
in Ferguson, anti-police sentiment across
America has grown. The police’s position has
hardened, as they employ more and more
drastic techniques - riot gear, assault rifles,
armoured vehicles. Today more than ever, the
American police force is feared by those it is
supposed to protect.
____________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 52 mins - Eng, Fr

____________________________________________________________________________

CABIN
PRESSURE:
TOXIC AIR
How healthy is the
air you breathe in
airplanes? There have
long been claims that
cabin air contaminated by engine oil is putting
at risk the health of millions of passengers
every year. Now, after years of denial, some
airlines are introducing new air filtration
systems. We investigate the dangers posed by
aerotoxic syndrome.
____________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 52 mins - Eng, Fr

____________________________________________________________________________

7

Digital
Addicts
Children as young as three are becoming
addicted to mobile phones, harming their
development and causing possible long-term
damage. We follow some of the youngest
cases and hear how our brains are affected
by exposure to screens. We also learn how
platforms like snapchat or facebook are
engineered to make them hyper-addictive.
Three year old Rayan doesn’t speak, avoids
eye contact and frequently has screaming
fits. His school is so worried about his
behaviour that they called a doctor, who
diagnosed a worrying new condition - digital
addiction. Its symptoms are very similar to
autism but luckily, there’s a cure. After a few
weeks away from the screen, the symptoms
disappear.
Today, scientists are convinced that screens
affect our brain development. In France,
doctors have even issued a warning. How
seriously should we take it?
2018 - 52 mins - Eng, Fr
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SHE STARTED IT
We follow five women
over two years as they
pitch venture capitalists,
build teams, bring
products to market,
fail and start again.
Through intimate, action-driven storytelling,
‘She Started It’ explores the cultural roots of
female underrepresentation in entrepreneurship
including pervasive self-doubt, fear of failure
and risk aversion among young women. It
exposes too, the structural realities women face
as they become entrepreneurs, including lack
of female role models and investors, and the
lack of funding made available to women-led
companies.
____________________________________________________________________________

2016 - 84 & 52 mins - Eng

____________________________________________________________________________

DIESEL: THE
INDUSTRY’S
SMOKESCREEN
‘Dieselgate’ made
headlines around the
world. For deliberately
cheating the system,
Volkswagen were made to pay a record $20
billion fine. But, as this investigation shows,
they were far from the only culprits. We met the
researchers who uncovered the cheat device
and investigate the dangers posed by NOx
emissions. We also look at Peugeot-Citroen,
now the subject of a judicial enquiry, and
Renault, accused of consciously defrauding
the emissions tests.
___________________________________________________________________________
2017 - 52 mins - Eng, Fr

____________________________________________________________________________

LOVE AND SEX
IN INDIA

It’s the birthplace of
the Kama Sutra and
the kingdom of all
Bollywood romances
but kissing in the
street or just talking about sex in India is
considered obscene. 90% of marriages are
arranged and require a large dowry. From
forbidden love stories to arranged marriages
and spectacular weddings where the bride
and groom only just met, we follow the epic
stories of young couples in India.
____________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 52 mins - Eng, Fr

____________________________________________________________________________
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SILENT WAR
A harrowing and
important film by
acclaimed director,
Manon Loizeau, on
the use of rape as
a weapon of war in
Syria with personal testimonies from women
abused in captivity. This film shows how the
rape of women was systematically organised
and premeditated by Assad’s regime. The
perpetrators rely on the silence of the victims
who risk rejection by their own family and
even a death sentence if they speak out.
____________________________________________________________________________

2017 - 72 mins - Eng, Fr

HD

____________________________________________________________________________

LIBYA:
UNSPEAKABLE
CRIMES
In the shadow of an
anonymous room, a
man painfully utters
fragments of words.
Words that speak about an ancient, shameful,
overwhelming wound: a rape, committed by
soldiers during the 2011 war. Through his
words, and those of other men who finally
dare to speak after years of silence, the extent
of mass male rape - gradually resurfaces.

___________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 52 mins - Eng, Fr

___________________________________________________________________________

SOUTH AFRICA:
THE END OF
THE DREAM

As the 100th
anniversary of Nelson
Mandela’s birth
approaches, the
Rainbow nation seems to be in disarray. The
ANC is rife with corruption. Racist political
parties fuel hatred between the communities.
And around 80 slums have appeared which
look just like the black townships but consist
solely of white communities - people unable to
get jobs because of laws giving preference to
black workers.

___________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 52 mins - Fr, Eng

___________________________________________________________________________
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“The most astonishing Spanish series of the
year” - EL MUNDO
“The Spanish ‘Making A Murderer’” FilmAffinity
The brutal murder of Isabel Carrasco, one
of Spain’s most controversial politicians and
president of the provincial government of
León, shocked the nation. Three women
were quickly arrested in what appeared to be
an inexplicable private vendetta. But as the
investigation developed, a deeper story of
power, deceit and betrayal emerged.
With unrivalled access to all the main
characters, this critically-acclaimed series is a
riveting portrayal of a provincial society where
nothing is what it seems.

____________________________________________________________________________

2017 - 4 x 52 mins - Eng, Sp

____________________________________________________________________________
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The Cost of
Cotton

It’s the soft, natural fabric associated with
high quality and versatility. But is cotton
really as pure as it seems? Claims of forced
labour, pollution, and even slavery have
stained its wholesome reputation, creating a
market for ‘ethical, responsible’ cotton.
In this investigation, we follow the
production chain to find out how cotton is
really made and examine the claims of the
ethical cotton labels.
We start in Uzbekistan, where cotton is
the main cash crop. A dictatorship whose
people are forcibly sent to the fields at
harvest every year. We meet the brave
human rights activists who dare to denounce
the system. Then, onto the spinning mills
of Bangladesh, where workers live in
prison-like conditions, to the indifference of
contractors.
_____________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 52 mins - Eng, Fr

_____________________________________________________________________________
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CAPTAIN’S
DREAM: ART
BIENNALE IN
ANTARCTICA
The Russian
artist, Alexander
Ponomarev follows
his bold dream to create the first Biennale
in Antarctica. His vision is an expedition:
a convergence of international artists and
visionaries in a paramount icy backdrop,
which catalyzes creation and opens a unique
space for debate on the future of humanity
and responsibility towards the planet.
_____________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 48 mins - Eng, Sp

_____________________________________________________________________________

INNOCENT ON
DEATH ROW?
At just 19 years old,
Clinton Young was
charged with the
murder of two men
and sentenced to
death. Now, 14 years later, he is still awaiting
execution and continues to plead he was not
the real killer. With the conflicting testimonies
not quite adding up and his DNA not on the
evidence, is the wrong man on death row? A
captivating investigativation.
_____________________________________________________________________________

2017 - 90 & 58 mins - Eng

_____________________________________________________________________________

RACE AND
VIOLENCE IN
AMERICA
Since the election
of Donald Trump,
latent racism has
come to the surface
and black communities feel threatened
and persecuted. This investigation follows
activists, ex-gang members, and victims of
discrimination who shed light on the escalation
of racial inequalities in America. Baton Rouge,
the capital of Louisiana, is split in two. The
white population resides in the southern half of
the city, whilst the north is home to the black
neighbourhoods.

_____________________________________________________________________________

2017 - 57 mins - Fr

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Across 41 episodes and four series, chef and
TV personality, Tareq Taylor travels around
Scandinavia to meet local food producers,
chefs and specialists. He heads off the
tourist track to experience local cultures
through their food, searching out fantastic
ingredients, meeting extraordinary people
and preparing his own versions of delicious
recipes along the way.
Find out the secrets behind traditions,
techniques and craftsmanship that exist
within New Nordic Cuisine. Discover the
hidden treasures and unique flavours of the
Nordic countries while exploring uncharted
territories.
Filmed among beautiful scenery across
Northern Europe, Tareq Taylor’s Nordic
Cookery gives the viewer an insight into
Nordic cookery in both its natural and
intense forms.
2013 - 2017 - 42 x 30 mins - Eng
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Hitler, Göring, Himmler...the three architects
of the Final Solution. But these three men, like
many other high ranking Nazis, shared another
obsession: a fascination with the animal world. In
the last days of the Nazi regime, Hitler risked his
life every day, leaving the safety of the bunker to
walk his beloved dog, Blondi.
But the Nazis’ interest in creatures went beyond
love of their pets or the animal welfare laws
they introduced. Whether it was experiments to
create the purest breed of horse, transforming
German Shepherds into tools of terror or trying
to resurrect the long extinct wild auroch, they
sought to control and purify the animal kingdom
- practising the principles of eugenics they would
later apply to humans.
This documentary investigates the secret
programmes to control the animal kingdom.
A fascinating journey into the world of Hitler’s
creatures.
_____________________________________________________________________________

2017 - 51 mins - Eng, Fr

_____________________________________________________________________________
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FIELDS OF
ANGER
Narrated by
Catherine Deneuve,
this moving film
reveals the plight of
French farmers and
follows a group of women determined to make
a difference. Every year, 400 French farmers
kill themselves. The industry is in crisis and
the plight of the farmers seems to go unheard.
The ‘Black Headscarves’ campaign to raise
awareness of the agricultural crisis that is
destroying so many farms and families. These
women are fighting to save their men and their
livelihood.

_____________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 72 mins - Eng, Fr

_____________________________________________________________________________

LOOK AT US
NOW, MOTHER!
The story of one
determined woman’s
quest to reconcile
with and understand
her past, which
means forgiving her proud, narcissistic
and formidable elderly mother, Mildred.
Emmy award-winning filmmaker Gayle
Kirschenbaum is determined to unlock the key
to her family’s pain. When Mildred grudgingly
agrees to participate in the process, the two
of them uncover shocking family secrets that
throw their family history into sharp relief.
_____________________________________________________________________________

2015 & 2018 - 84 & 53 mins - Eng

_____________________________________________________________________________

VICTIMS OF
TERROR: A PILL
TO FORGET
Imagine if there was
a simple pill that
could erase your
worst memories.
This could very soon be reality. A Canadian
researcher claims to have found the miracle
cure for getting rid of bad memories. After
the terrorist attacks in France, the French
authorities decided to test this ‘cure’ on
patients suffering from PTSD. We gained
exclusive access to all stages of this unique
clinical trial and followed three participants.
_____________________________________________________________________________

2017 - 52 mins - Fr

_____________________________________________________________________________
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They are war heroes in their own country. War
criminals to the rest of the world. The men
who joined up to defend the Serb nation and
fought proudly in the notorious paramilitary
group, Arkan’s Tigers, never accepted they
did anything wrong. What become of these
men?
Many went on to join the Serbian mafia,
trafficking drugs, women and arms into
Europe. In the years of sanctions after the war,
the mafia offered a way of avoiding economic
disaster. Other Tiger members were recruited
into the state security force, where one went
on to assassinate Serbian Prime Minister,
Zoran Dindic. And others remained at home,
reminiscing of past glories and preparing
for the next time they need to defend their
motherland...
We gained exclusive access to one of the
most controversial militia in modern European
history.
____________________________________________________________________________

2018 - 52 mins - Eng, Fr

____________________________________________________________________________
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The Carnivore’s
Dilemma
In this film, first-time father and prize-winning
journalist Benoît Bringer investigates whether
we should still eat meat.
As the population grows and the pressure
to provide cheap food increases, there has
been a drive towards relentless productivity
and industrialized farming. Animal cruelty,
major health issues and environmental
damage are inevitable consequences. But
are there alternatives?
We go on a journey to the United States and
across Europe to reveal the worst excesses
of industrial farming and positive alternatives.
Animals reared slowly in humane conditions,
by farmers who take their responsibility to
the countryside seriously.
We find women and men who use farming
methods that work in harmony with nature
and animals. An alternative sustainable
vision for the future of meat consumption.
2018 - 70 & 52 mins - Eng, Fr

22

Films in
Development
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This film tells the riveting story of the trial
of Ratko Mladic following the drama – both
inside the courtroom and in the offices of the
prosecutors and defense lawyers – as the
event unfolds.
Sandpaper Films has negotiated exclusive
access to the trial. In its twenty-one years of
existence, the International Criminal Tribunal
For The Former Yugoslavia has never granted
this kind of access before.
Both sides are working under immense
pressure - the defense have an erratic and
uncompromising client while the prosecution
must translate their promise of justice into a
guilty verdict if Mladic’s victims are to achieve
some modicum of peace. Will its deliberations
write a ‘history’ of the conflict that can be
universally accepted? And perhaps most
significantly, can the Tribunal represent a
model for post-conflict resolution?
Ready October 2018 - 90 mins - Eng

28

The Science of
falling in love

Love can be life changing – in the true sense
of the word. The latest scientific studies prove
that love isn’t just a powerful feeling, it can
actually change our bodies. We investigate all
the amazing things that love can do to us – and
whether this is healthy or not...
Researchers in New York have found that the
need for love is deeply rooted in our brain
stem, together with the need for food. And it
really is possible to die of a broken heart. The
symptoms of ‘Broken Heart Syndrome’, caused
by extreme emotional stress, are the same as
for a heart attack. ‘Happy Heart Syndrome’,
discovered in March 2016 and associated with
the euphoria of falling in love, has a similarly
dramatic impact on our bodies. And marriage
increases the life expectancy of men but
decrease that of women.
It seems that Goethe was right when he
claimed “Only love and death will change all
things.”
Ready December 2018 - 52 mins - Eng, Ger
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All around the world, specialised units of
commandos and rangers are fighting the
enemies of the environment. Their mission is
to break up gangs, often genuine mafias with
henchmen, who shamelessly and illegally
exploit the planet’s resources. From toxic waste
dumping in Italy to illegal fishing in Indonesia, the
stories of these units is the story of protecting our
environment.
Commissioned for Planète, this action-packed
series follows team members both in their daily
lives and on the field.
Episodes include:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Amazon deforestation in Brazil
Illegal fishing in Indonesia
Elephant poaching in Chad
Waste dumping in Italy
Gold mining in French Guinea
Gorilla poaching in Cameroon

_____________________________________________________________________________

Ready December 2018 - 6 x 52 mins - Eng, Fr

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Notes
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